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May 18, 2020 

 
 
To Camp Wild Heart Families 

RE: Summer 2020 
 
Due to COVID 19 we have made some BIG changes to Camp Wild Heart this summer. 
We have made the very difficult choice to cancel for the months of June and July. 
We are planning to offer camp in August both in-person and virtually assuming 
conditions are favorable and we have enough interested campers registered. If you 
sign up for August please know we will be following guidelines for safety and if we 
cancel we will issue FULL Refunds upon request.  
 
All summer we are offering Personalized Camp Wild Heart STEAM kits for at-home, 
hands-on learning delivered right to your door (in Chico- or you can arrange to pick 
up) full of activities and supplies chosen just for your camper. 
 
Please know that we didn't take this decision lightly and want very much to offer the 
fantastic summer of learning and play we have in the past and we will truly miss all 
our awesome campers.  
 
We have never considered our camp to be simply childcare, though it could fall 
under that category. Childcare in Butte County has been given permission to open 
with very restrictive mitigation guidelines. We have been studying the guidelines for 
opening a day camp and those guidelines are very restrictive and would not allow us 
to provide the amazing, fun, hands-on learning environment that we've been able to 
enjoy in past summers. We would prefer to wait until those guidelines are a little less 
restrictive so we can keep kids safe and healthy AND provide great summer 
memories. 
 
We believe the way we operate our amazing camp would fall more in the categories 
of a community center,  kid's museum, entertainment, education and/or 
playgrounds which are all categories that have not been given permission to open in 
Butte County yet. When those categories open up we will be making the necessary 
changes to follow the guidelines but it will be in a way that we can still allow kids to 
be kids and play to happen more naturally. 
 
We are making plans such as adding additional separate playgrounds and outdoor 
eating spaces so we can follow guidelines with as much natural child play as possible.  
 
This is a difficult time for us financially but this closure is actually a wiser business 
choice as the additional costs of following the guidelines and lower number of 
campers expected could cost us more than being closed. We feel confident that this 
closure will actually help us to be able to reopen and continue our amazing summer 
and school year programs for years to come. 
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What if things start looking better in a few weeks? That would be great news and 
mean we are more certain for our August plans. Unfortunately with all the 
uncertainty it is better for our team and program to make a final decision now for 
June and July. It would be difficult for us to organize, open registration, get enough 
campers registered, schedule staff, prepare the facility and be ready to provide fun 
hands-on learning experiences with short notice. We are excited and hopeful for 
August camp. 
 
___________________ 
 

Learn more and sign up with these links: 
Personalized Camp Wild Heart STEAM Kits for at-home learning 

https://form.jotform.com/201345087219150 

August in-person or virtual camp  
https://form.jotform.com/201348827963161 
NOTE for families using charter funds: At this time charters are not allowing funds for 
in-person activities. They will allow the STEAM kits and virtual camp. We don't know 
if this will change in time for in-person camp in August so please plan ahead knowing 
you may have to pay with personal funds or switch to virtual. Use coupon code 
FUNDS to let us know you will be ordering charter funds.  
 
Consider Donating to support Camp Wild Heart's future: 
If you are in a position to do so and would like to support your favorite local small 
businesses summer day camp you may do so by clicking on the STEAM Kits link and 
donating in increments of $10. We do see a bright future ahead but must make it 
through some rough months to get there. 
 
 
We appreciate all your support and will truly miss all your smiling faces. We hope 
this summer will be full of health and fun family memories for everyone. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Cyndi Pereira 
Cyndi Pereira, Creative Director 
Camp Wild Heart 
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Guidance for Reopening on 5/18/20 from Butte County. 

Found on:   http://www.buttecounty.net/publichealth/buttereopens 
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